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Good morning.Thank you North Carolina for the opportunity to talk today about the OA Switchboard,A mission-driven practical solution, that thrives on collaboration.My name is YC, and I am Executive Director of the OA Switchboard foundation, which was founded last year following a project led by OASPA.



OA Switchboarddddd
central information exchange hubbbbb

Taking charge of multi-lateral OA publication-level arrangements

The independent intermediary, connecting parties and systems, streamlining communication and the neutral
exchange of OA related publication-level information, and ensuring a financial settlement can be done
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OA Switchboard – central information exchange hubTaking charges of multi-lateral OA publication-level arrangements.As a facilitator,Independent intermediary, connecting parties and systems, streamlining communication and the neutral exchange of OA related publication-level information, and ensuring a financial settlement can be doneYou may think, that’s not new, that’s not unique...My claim is that it is... Not only because it is mission-driven and collaborative.I will show you how and why.



OA Switchboarddddd
central information exchange hubbbbb

for funders
who want to

implement OA policies on a 
publication-level and demonstrate 
impact of their research funding

for research
institutions who want

publication-level delivery on their OA 
strategies and monitor and manage 

their OA funds and budgets

for academic
publishers who want to

reduce administrative complexity 
around publication-level fulfilment of 

policies and/or agreements and 
provide easy reporting
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The OA Switchboard is founded by, and is for 3 primary stakeholder groups:For funders who want to...For research institutions who want...For academic publishers who want to...So, we serve all 3 stakeholder groups; and all 3 are contributing to cover our cost.We have therefore built-in collective governance between funders – institutions - publishersWe’re not-for-profit, and aim to keep fees as low as possibleNeutrality and independence are preserved. In the foundation: control and economic interest are separated (no members, no shareholders); it can’t be acquired by any (commercial) organisation. By nature & law, it is mission-driven and not-for-profit.�� This is all important as we're dealing with challenging & sensitive topics (data & confidential info). OAS is only taking care of delivery. Data can’t be commercially exploited by us or any 3rd party, and are only for intent & purpose of the specific parties in the message exchange.Also:The objects of the OA Switchboard are both practical (streamlining communication) and mission-driven (striving for the research ecosystem to work better for researchers, funders, institutions and publishers, and their business partners).Therefore, we aim to complement what is already out there...



OA Switchboarddddd
central information exchange hubbbbb

• SHARED INFRASTRUCTURE
Connecting and complementing what is already out there, leveraged with PID’s

• STANDARDS
Messaging protocol to exchange real-time, situational authoritative data

• INTEGRATION
Open source and API-based technology, enabling back office integration with 
funder, institution and publisher systems, and their solution providers
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The OAS is about shared infrastructure, standards, and integration.�We aim to complement what is already out there, and drive standardisation, interoperability and the use of existing identifiers like DOIs, ORCID iD’s and ROR) and connect all parties and systems in the ecosystem via shared infrastructure: funders, institutions, publishers and their solution providers. This is important - an intermediary reduces complexity and administrative burden, while shared infrastructure and standards drive efficiency and cost reduction.�We enable structured data exchange via predefined ‘messages’, collaboratively defined and meeting (defacto) industry standards. We are a messaging system, with a standard messaging protocol. We’re not a database.� This is important as OA publication-level arrangements are situational - they depend on the exact composition (and order and roles) of authors and their affiliation(s) at a certain point in time in the publication workflow. Also, policies, mandates, requirements and agreements change regularly, so the way a certain OA publication is treated and regarded is not static. When it comes to information exchange about scholarly publications, timing matters.�We are committed to open source and open API’s.  By design, open source software licenses promote collaboration and sharing, and open source is also an essential mechanism for building transparency. Community representation, involvement and input in development is ensured and formalised, and we are committed to providing means to integrate with other systems.�



INSTITUTION i

INSTITUTION ii

INSTITUTION iii

INSTITUTION iv

INSTITUTION v

Partner system III

Partner system IV

PUBLISHER A

PUBLISHER B

PUBLISHER C

PUBLISHER D

PUBLISHER E

Partner system I

Partner system II

Funders, research institutions and academic publishers are faced
with a myriad of systems, portals, and processes

 complexity and administrative burden

...the situation is in reality 3-dimensional!
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What problem are we solving?Dealing with OA publications, where there are multiple authors, affiliated institutions, research funders, business models, policies, mandates, requirements and agreements involved, is complex and administratively burdensome. Funders, institutions and publishers are faced with a myriad of systems, portals and processes when dealing with OA publication-level arrangements. This hampers the transition to Open Access, the realisation of policies and agreements, and progress in developing new business models. From a researcher perspective, this landscape is at best confusing and at worst impenetrable.This illustration should actually be 3-dimensional, because funders aren’t in. So it is even more complex.�And, this visual shows the relationships only... Not even the transactional information exchanges. Imagine the traffic over these lines...�



The whole ecosystem to have more simplicity, transparency,
collaboration, inter-operability, efficiency and cost-effectiveness 
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INSTITUTION v

OA Switchboard
(message hub)

Partner system III

Partner system IV
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PUBLISHER B

PUBLISHER C

PUBLISHER D

PUBLISHER E

Partner system I

Partner system II
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This is what The OA Switchboard can do as facilitator, as ‘hub’, providing a standard messaging protocol, that validates messages and routes them to the correct recipient, in the way THEY want to receive them.� it reduces complexity.And the more parties and systems connect,The simpler it gets.



Potential end-game
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And this is how the potential end-game would look like.We may never achieve this, but this visual clearly illustrates what an intermediary can do.And, that partial adoption, as we saw in the previous slide, is already an improvement to the current situation...



The OA Switchboard supports many use cases, and can be called on when needed,
or integrated in stakeholders’ systems and workflows
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The OA Switchboard supports many use cases, and can be called on when needed,�or integrated in stakeholders’ systems and workflowsWe have two messages types live, and they both initiate from the publisher, and can be sent to funders and institutions.That is Eligibility Enquiries (& response messages),And Publication/Payment Settl Notification messages.These are relevant for the reporting, and will be in scope for this webinar.Later this year we’ll organise more webinars about other use cases.There is a development roadmap, and we have concrete plans for message types to be supported,now that the core infrastructure is in place. We’re planning for message types that initiate from the funder and institution,And are addressed to the publisher. Specifically: Information Enquiries and pre-submission Compliance/Waiver Checks.



Think of OA Switchboard as the COUNTER Code of Practice,
but then for reporting on OA-related publication level information

Code of Practice  (technical specs and instructions)
Repository (documentation and message structure)
https://bitbucket.org/oaswitchboard/api/src/master/

Friendly guides (plain language guides)
Description message structure in relation to UI &
example report with explanation of data fields

Validation tool Automated basic validation and routing of messages
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In the current launch phase (2021-2022), we’re prioritising the P1-messages, enabling uniform reporting.Think of the OA Switchboard as the COUNTER Code of Practice, but then for reporting on OA-related publication level information.<compare>Last week, we organised a webinar dedicated to the reporting topic.The recording is available on our website.









We’re live! Join us!
We’re collaborating on two shared use cases

1. Reporting made easy: from publishers to institutions/consortia & funders

2. Locating central OA funds, and getting publication charges paid in an
efficient and cost-effective manner
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So, we invite you to join us, we’re live!OA Switchboard supports many use cases and can be called on when needed, or integrated in systems and workflows. So, with launch customers we decided to focus on two specific shared use cases to collaborate on with priority in 2021:�Reporting made easy - from publishers to institutions/consortia & funders�For all scenarios: no-prior-agreement, prior-agreement, and also specifically the scenario whereby a funder is not directly involved in settling APCs�APC’s – Transformative Agreements/R&P/P&R – subscribe-to-open – diamond – etc��A number of publishers are 'live' with reporting on deals via the OA Switchboard, whereby research institutions and funders receive validated reports in structured format (JSON available), for various publishers via one (API) connection, meeting ESAC requirements. They can import it straight into their own systems for further processing and analysis.��We did a full hour webinar about this on 31 March, and a recording is available.�The other shared priority use case is:Locating central OA funds, and getting publication charges paid in an efficient and cost-effective manner�For publishers and institutions/funders (with a central OA fund)Supporting many use cases... Can we called on or integrated...



In the current ‘launch phase’ we are defining specific trials and use cases
to get started with launch customers and founding partners

Funders:
• Austrian Science Fund (FWF)

• Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
• Dutch Research Council (NWO)
• FNR Luxembourg National 

Research Fund

• UKRI
• Wellcome Trust

Launching sponsor:
• Aries Systems

Institutions/Consortia:
• BNL National Library of 

Luxembourg

• California Digital Library
• CERN
• Iowa State University

• Jisc
• Max Planck Digital Library
• VSNU/UKB

Publishers:
• AboutScience

• American Physiological Society
• Berghahn Books
• EDP Sciences

• eLife
• Hindawi
• John Benjamins Publishing 

Company

• JMIR Publications
• Microbiology Society
• PLOS

• The Royal Society
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In the current ‘launch phase’ – which is 2021-2022,we are defining specific trials and use cases�to get started with launch customers and founding partnersOur early adopters and founding partners are listed here.And I want to thank them again for taking this journey together and shaping the OAS with us.



“ 
The OA Switchboard addresses an acute market need and has mission
alignment working in its favour... It is not intended to compete... Since
standardized metadata will eventually benefit everyone in the market.

OUTSELL ANALYSIS
19 January 2021

“We are delighted to pilot our shared funding model 
with the Royal Society..., as well as to jointly explore 
new open access infrastructure with the Society through 
the OA Switchboard”

Ivy Anderson, Associate Executive Director of UC’s 
California Digital Library, 9 March 2021

Infrastructure
Provide journal reporting capacity

“...Journals should be able to rely on a 
common infrastructure connecting them to 

funders, enabling a trusted exchange of 
information, such as the service provided by 

the OA Switchboard...” 
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This is what others say:We were covered by Outsell earlier this year in an analysis. They conclude: The OA Switchboard addresses an acute market need and has mission alignment working in its favour... It is not intended to compete... Since standardized metadata will eventually benefit everyone in the market.�In December 2020 there was this press release from Jisc, UKRI and Wellcome Trust, in which they announce their support, as some of the first organisations, for which we’re very grateful.�We seek active collaboration with other industry-wide initiatives, strive for interoperability and the use of existing identifiers like DOI, ORCID and ROR. The last recently did a great tweet for the OA Switchboard, how we’re an example of leveraging open and shared infrastructure with PID’s. 



Thank you
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I would like to thank you for your attention today.The title of this talk is: How the OA Switchboard is building the infrastructure for an OA-driven scholarly communications landscapeToday, I explicitly addressed 3 elements: shared infrastructure, standards and integration. It was about:Being a neutral and independent intermediary, driving shared infrastructureA standard messaging protocolDoing technology and development collaboratively and open source, enabling integration via open API’sWe’re here for everybody. For the ecosystem to work better.Standards work best if everybody participates in developing them, and adopting them.



Thank you

Yvonne Campfens
yvonne.campfens@oaswitchboard.org

twitter.com/OASwitchboard
www.oaswitchboard.org

strategic partnership with
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I would like to thank you for your attention today, andinvite you to reach out if you’re interested to explore how the OA Switchboard can support you.
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